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Abstract— This paper concerns a new class of discontinuous
dynamical systems for constrained optimization. These dynam-
ics are particularly suited to solve nonlinear, non-convex prob-
lems in closed-loop with a physical system. Such approaches
using feedback controllers that emulate optimization algorithms
have recently been proposed for the autonomous optimization
of power systems and other infrastructures. In this paper, we
consider feedback gradient flows that exploit physical input
saturation with the help of anti-windup control to enforce
constraints. We prove semi-global convergence of “projected”
trajectories to first-order optimal points, i.e., of the trajectories
obtained from a pointwise projection onto the feasible set. In
the process, we establish properties of the directional derivative
of the projection map for non-convex, prox-regular sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a trajectory of a continuous-time dynamical system
is projected pointwise on a closed convex set, one obtains a
“projected” trajectory (see Figure 1a) that is in general not
differentiable nor does it satisfy a particular law of motion.
Nevertheless, these projected trajectories have interesting
dynamical properties in their own right, but seem to have
been largely ignored by the research community.
One particularly interesting context in which projected
trajectories occur is a control loop with a saturated integral
control loop. In this case, one can interpret the saturated
control input as a signal projected on a set of feasible inputs,
thus resulting in a projected trajectory. However, the main
complexity lies in the fact that the unsaturated control input
is itself coupled with the saturated input through feedback.
In this context, the cascade of an integrator and a sat-
uration element is well-known to be prone to integrator
windup which can seriously degrade performance. Anti-
windup schemes are an effective and well-established solu-
tion to mitigate this problem [1], [2]. Moreover, the authors
have recently shown that high-gain anti-windup schemes [3],
[4] applied to integral controllers can also be used to approx-
imate projected dynamical systems [5]–[7].
These facts are particularly useful in the context of
feedback-based optimization which has recently garnered a
lot of interest for applications such as the real-time con-
trol and optimization of power systems [8], communication
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networks [9], and other infrastructure systems. Feedback-
based optimization aims at designing feedback controllers
that can steer a (stable) physical system to a steady state
that solves a well-defined, but partially unknown, constrained
optimization problem, for instance by designing feedback
controllers to implement gradient [10]–[12] or saddle-point
flows [13]–[15] as a closed-loop behavior.
One aspect of feedback-based optimization is the exploita-
tion of physical saturation to enforce (unknown or time-
varying) input constraints. Within this context, we study in
this paper a discontinuous dynamical system that arises as a
feedback loop based on gradient flow, subject to saturation,
and augmented with an anti-windup scheme (see Figure 1b).
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Fig. 1. a) Projected trajectory; b) Gradient feedback loop with anti-windup
A. Simplified Problem Formulation
Consider a closed convex set C ⊂ Rn and let PC denote the
Euclidean minimum norm projection onto C, i.e., PC(x) =
arg miny∈C ‖y − x‖. Further, let Φ : Rn → R be convex,
continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of C, and have
compact sublevel sets. We consider the dynamical system
x˙ = −∇Φ(PC(x))− 1K (x− PC(x)) , (1)
where K > 0 is fixed. Note in particular that∇Φ is evaluated
at the point PC(x). Figure 1b illustrates (1) as a feedback
loop. We want to show that t 7→ PC(x(t)), where x is a
solution of (1), converges to an optimizer of the problem
minimize Φ(x) subject to x ∈ C . (2)
We call (1) an anti-windup approximation of a projected
gradient flow, because the term 1K (x − PC(x)) can be
realized by an anti-windup scheme as shown in Figure 1b.
Furthermore, in [4] it was shown that the solutions of (1)
converge uniformly to the trajectory of a projected gradient
flow [10] as K → 0+. Simulations and numerical examples
for systems of the form (1) can be found in [4].
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In [3] it has also been noted that the system (1) bears
similarities with the gradient flow
x˙ = −∇Φ˜(x) = −∇Φ(x)− 1K (x− PC(x)) . (3)
where Φ˜(x) := Φ(x) + 12K d
2
C(x) and dC denotes the point-
to-set distance to C. Namely, Φ˜ is a cost function augmented
with a term penalizing the distance from the feasible set C.
However, the inconspicuous difference between (1) and (3)
in the argument of ∇Φ leads to two important contrasts:
First, if x? is an equilibrium of (1), then PC(x?) is
a optimizer of (2) [3, Prop. 4]. This is not the case for
equilibria of (3); equilibria of (3) are minimizers of Φ˜ but
not necessarily optimizers of (2). Second, convergence to
the set of global minimizers of Φ˜ can be easily established
for (3). However, proving convergence of solutions of (1)
to optimizers of (2) is more challenging. In [4, Th. 6.4]
convergence was shown under strong convexity and Lipschitz
continuity of ∇Φ, and for small enough K.
B. Contributions
In this paper we show that (projected) trajectories of (1)
converge to first-order optimal points of (2), as postulated
above, under the following weakened assumptions:
1) We do not assume convexity of Φ. Instead, we simply
require differentiability and compact sublevel sets (on
C) which are the minimal assumptions for standard
gradient flows to be well-defined and convergent.
2) We do not require convexity of C. Instead, we consider
the class of (non-convex) prox-regular sets, which,
roughly speaking, are those sets for which the projection
PC is single valued in a neighborhood of C.
In this general setup convergence is “semi-global”, i.e., for
every compact set of initial conditions, one can find K small
enough to guarantee convergence. However, if C is convex,
we show that (1) is globally convergent for any K > 0.
Hence, our results in this paper not only strengthen [4,
Th. 6.4], but are also based on a different type of approach.
In particular, as a by-product of our analysis, we establish
properties of the directional derivative of PC for prox-regular
sets. These results are potentially useful outside the scope of
our problem for the study of projected trajectories.
C. Solution Approach & Related Work
To show that solutions of (1) converge to optimizers of (2)
we apply an invariance argument for which we need that
x 7→ Φ(PC(x)) is non-increasing along trajectories of (1).
However, to evaluate the Lie derivative of Φ ◦PC , PC needs
to admit a derivative.
The differentiability of PC has been studied extensively,
albeit—to the best of the authors’ knowledge—only for
convex sets C. Even if C is convex, PC is in general not dif-
ferentiable unless C has a smooth boundary [16]. Further, PC
is not generally directionally differentiable [17], [18] unless
second-order regularity assumptions on C are satisfied [19],
[20]. We can avoid these technicalities because we require
directional differentiability only along a trajectory.
D. Organization
In Section II we fix the notation and recall relevant notions
from variational geometry. Section III studies directional
derivatives of projection maps for prox-regular sets. In Sec-
tion IV we state our main problem and results for which
the proofs can be found in Section V. Finally, Section VII
summarizes our findings and discusses open questions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Notation
We consider Rn with the usual inner product 〈·, ·〉 and
2-norm ‖ · ‖. The closed (open) unit ball of appropriate
dimension is denoted by B (intB). For a sequence {Kn},
the notation Kn → 0+ implies that that Kn > 0 for all
n and limn→∞Kn = 0. We use the standard definitions of
outer/inner semicontinuity, local boundedness, etc. for set-
valued maps F : Rn ⇒ Rm [21, Ch. 5]. Given a set C ⊂ Rn,
its closure is denoted by cl C. The distance function is defined
as dC(x) := inf x˜∈C ‖x − x˜‖. The projection mapping PC :
Rn ⇒ C is given by PC(x) := {x˜ ∈ C | ‖x − x˜‖ = dC(x)}.
We use the standard definition of (Bouligand) tangent cone
of C at x ∈ C which we denote by TxC [22, Ch. 6]. The set
C is Clarke regular (or tangentially regular) if it is closed
and x 7→ TxC is inner semicontinuous [22, Cor. 6.29]. If C is
Clarke regular, NxC denotes the normal cone of C at x ∈ C
(which is defined as the polar cone of TxC).
B. Prox-Regular Sets
Consider a Clarke regular set C ⊂ Rn and x ∈ C.
Given α > 0, a normal vector η ∈ NxC is α-proximal if
〈η, y − x〉 ≤ α‖η‖‖y − x‖2 for all y ∈ C and C is α-prox-
regular at x if all normal vectors at x are α-proximal. A set
is α-prox-regular if it is α-prox-regular at all x ∈ C.
As a specific example, note that every closed convex set
is α-prox-regular for any α > 0. Furthermore, every set of
the form C = {x | g(x) ≤ 0}, where g : Rn → Rm has
a globally Lipschitz derivative and constraint qualifications
apply, is α-prox-regular for some α > 0 [5, Ex. 7.7].
The following key properties of prox-regular sets are taken
from [23, Th. 2.2 & Prop. 2.3].
Proposition 1. If C ⊂ Rn is α-prox-regular, then for any
x ∈ C + 12α intB the set PC(x) is a singleton and d2C is
differentiable with ∇(d2C(x)) = 2(x− PC(x)).
Lemma 1. If C ⊂ Rn is α-prox-regular, then PC(x+v) = x
holds for every x ∈ C and all v ∈ NxC ∩ 12α intB. Further,
for all y ∈ C + 12α intB, we have y − PC(y) ∈ NPC(y)C.
Lemma 2. Let C ⊂ Rn be α-prox-regular, then the projec-
tion x 7→ PC(x) is locally Lipschitz on C + 12α intB.
Another crucial property of prox-regular sets is that the
normal cone mapping x 7→ NxC admits a hypomonotone
localization [22, Ex. 13.38]. We exploit this property through
the following lemma which, in contrast to [22, Ex. 13.38],
quantifies the hypomonotonicity in terms of α.
Lemma 3. Let C ⊂ Rn be α-prox-regular. Then, for all
x, x′ ∈ C, η ∈ NxC ∩ B, and η′ ∈ Nx′C ∩ B, we have
〈η′ − η, x′ − x〉 ≥ −2α‖x′ − x‖2 . (4)
Proof. Since 0 ≤ ‖η‖ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ‖η′‖ ≤ 1 it follows from
the definition of prox-regularity that
〈η, x′ − x〉 ≤ α‖x′ − x‖2
〈−η′, x′ − x〉 ≤ α‖x′ − x‖2 .
Adding up both inequalities yields the desired result.
C. Dynamical Systems & Invariance Principle
In general, we understand a dynamical system to be
defined by a differential inclusion (e.g., [24]) of the form
x˙ ∈ F (x) , (5)
where F : Rn ⇒ Rn is outer semicontinuous and locally
bounded, and F (x) is convex and non-empty for all x ∈ Rn.
A map x : [0, T ] → Rn for some T > 0 is a solution
of (5) if x is absolutely continuous and x˙(t) ∈ F (x(t))
holds for almost all t ∈ [0, T ]. Existence of solutions for any
x(0) ∈ Rn is guaranteed under the given assumptions on F .
A complete solution is a map x : [0,∞)→ Rn such that the
restriction to any compact subinterval [0, T ] is a solution.
Throughout the paper, we will mostly encounter differ-
ential inclusions that reduce to a continuous differential
equation on an invariant subset of Rn. In other words, on a
subset A of Rn, F in (5) is a single-valued, continuous map
and, moreover, any solution of (5) starting in A remains in A.
In this case, a solution x : [0, T ]→ A to (5) is continuously
differentiable and satisfies x˙(t) = F (x(t)) for all t ∈ [0, T ].
We require the following standard invariance principle for
differential inclusions (see also [25, Th. 2.10] and [26]):
Theorem 1. [21, Th. 8.2] Consider a continuous function
V : Rn → R, any functions u : Rn → [−∞,∞], and a set
U ⊂ Rn such that u(x) ≤ 0 for every x ∈ U and such that
the growth of V along solutions of (5) is bounded by u on
U , i.e., any solution x : [0, T ]→ U of (5) satisfies
V (x(t1))− V (x(t0)) ≤
∫ t1
t0
u(x(τ))dτ .
Let a complete and bounded solution x of (5) be such that
x(t) ∈ U for all t ∈ [0,∞). Then, for some r ∈ V (U),
x approaches the nonempty set that is the largest weakly
invariant subset of V −1(r) ∩ U ∩ clu−1(0).
III. DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES OF PROJECTION MAPS
AND PROJECTED TRAJECTORIES
Next, given a closed set C ⊂ Rn, we establish properties
of the directional derivative of PC . Recall that the directional
derivative of PC at x ∈ Rn in direction v ∈ Rn is defined as
DPC(x; v) := lim
h→0+
PC(x+ hv)− PC(x)
h
. (6)
The classical result [27, Prop. III.5.3.5] states that for
convex C, DPC(x; v) exists for all x ∈ C and all v ∈ Rn and
is given as the projection of v onto the tangent cone at x.
Its generalization to α-prox-regular sets is straightforward.
Lemma 4. Let C ⊂ Rn be α-prox-regular for some α > 0.
Then, DPC(x; v) exists for all x ∈ C and all v ∈ Rn and is
given by
DPC(x; v) = PTxC (v) = lim
h→0+
PC(x+ hv)− x
h
. (7)
Characterizing the DPC(x; v) at x /∈ C is harder and direc-
tional differentiability is in general not guaranteed (see [17],
[18]). However, the forthcoming Lemma 10 guarantees that,
along an absolutely continuous trajectory, the directional
derivative of PC exists for almost all t.
Assuming that DPC(x; v) exists, one can establish various
properties. First of all, it immediately follows from the
definition of the tangent cone that DPC(x; v) is viable:
Lemma 5. If C ⊂ Rn is α-prox-regular, x ∈ C + 12α intB,
v ∈ Rn, and if DPC(x; v) exists, then DPC(x; v) ∈ TPC(x)C.
The next two lemmas exploit basic properties of PC .
Lemma 6. Consider an α-prox-regular set C ⊂ Rn and let
x ∈ C + 12α intB and v ∈ Rn be such that v := DPC(x; v)
exists. Then, we have 〈v, v〉 ≥ 0.
Proof. Recall that for a closed set C, the projection PC is
monotone [22, Cor. 12.20]. It follows that this property also
holds in the limit by continuity of PC (Lemma 2), i.e.,
〈v, v〉 = lim
h→0+
〈PC(x+hv)−PC(x),(x+hv)−x〉
h2 ≥ 0 .
Lemma 7. Let C ⊂ Rn be α-prox-regular, x ∈ C+ 12α intB,
v ∈ Rn, and assume that v := DPC(x; v) exists. Then, it
holds that 〈v, x− PC(x)〉 = 0.
Proof. Define the map φ(h) := x+ hv for all h ≥ 0. Using
Proposition 1 and the chain rule, we know that
∇ (d2C ◦ φ) |h=0 = 2 〈v, x− PC(x)〉 .
On the other hand, we can apply the chain rule to d2C(φ(h)) =
‖φ(h)− PC(φ(h))‖2 to arrive at
∇ (‖φ(h)− PC(φ(h))‖2) |h=0 = 2 〈v − v, x− PC(x)〉 .
The difference of the expressions yields the result.
Lemmas 5 and 7 yield that DPC(x; v), if it exists, lies in
K(x) := TxC ∩ {v | 〈v, x− x〉 = 0} which is known as the
critical cone at x. This observation is in agreement with [19]
and generalizes this insight from convex to prox-regular sets.
For the next crucial lemma we exploit the hypomonotone
localization of x 7→ NxC according to Lemma 3.
Lemma 8. Let C ⊂ Rn be α-prox-regular, x ∈ C+ 12α intB,
v ∈ Rn, and assume that v := DPC(x; v) exists. Then,
〈v, v〉 = 0 ⇐⇒ v = 0 . (8)
Proof. (⇐) is trivial. For (⇒), consider h > 0 such that
xh := x+ hv ∈ C + 12α intB. Further, let xh = PC(xh) and
x := PC(x), as well as η := x−x and ηh = xh−xh. Recall
that η ∈ NxC and ηh ∈ NxhC (Lemma 1). Using these facts
and the definition of v = DPC(x; v) in (6) we can write
〈v, v〉 = lim
h→0+
1
h2 〈xh − x, xh − x〉
= lim
h→0+
1
h2 〈xh + ηh − x+ η, xh − x〉
= ‖v‖2 + lim
h→0+
1
h 〈ηh − η, xh − x〉 .
Since, by assumption, x ∈ C+ 12α intB, there exists  > 0
such that x, xh ∈ C + 12α+ for small enough h. Therefore,
‖η‖ and ‖ηh‖ are both upper bounded by 12α+ .
To apply Lemma 3 we rescale ηˆ := (2α+ )η and ηˆh :=
(2α+ )ηh which satisfy ηˆ, ηˆh ∈ B. It follows that
〈v, v〉 = ‖v‖2 + lim
h→0+
1
(2α+ )h2
〈xh − x, ηˆh − ηˆ〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥−2α‖xh−x‖2
≥ ‖v‖2 − lim
h→0+
2α
(2α+ )h2
‖xh − x‖2
=
(
1− 2α2α+
)
‖v‖2 .
Since  > 0, we have 2α2α+ < 1 and thus 〈v, v〉 = 0 implies
that v = 0 which completes the proof.
If C is closed convex, Lemmas 5-8 simplify to the follow-
ing facts (see also [16], [19], and others):
Lemma 9. Let C ⊂ Rn be closed convex and let x ∈ Rn
and v ∈ Rn be such that v := DPC(x; v) exists. Then,
(i) v ∈ TPC(x)C ∩ {w | 〈w, x− PC(x)〉 = 0},
(ii) 〈v, v〉 ≥ 0, and
(iii) 〈v, v〉 = 0 ⇐⇒ v = 0.
A. Projected Trajectories
As mentioned before, establishing directional differentia-
bility of PC , i.e., the existence of DPC(x; v) for all x ∈ Rn
and all directions v ∈ Rn is a major challenge and in general
not possible without additional assumptions on C. For our
purposes, we do not require directional differentiability of PC
everywhere and in all directions because we consider only
projected trajectories that come with a priori guarantees on
the existence of their time derivative.
Lemma 10. Consider an α-prox-regular set C ⊂ Rn and
an absolutely continuous map x : [0, T ] → C + 12α intB
for some T > 0. Then, x := PC ◦ x is single-valued and
absolutely continuous. Furthermore, x˙(t) and x˙(t) exist and
satisfy x˙(t) = DPC(x(t); x˙(t)) for almost all [0, T ].
Proof. Since C is α-prox-regular, Lemma 2 guarantees that
PC is Lipschitz in every closed neighborhood of C that is
a subset of C + 12α intB (in particular x([0, T ]) is compact
by continuity of x). Since the composition of a Lipschitz
map and an absolutely continuous function is absolutely
continuous [28, Ex. 6.44], it follows that x is absolutely
continuous and hence differentiable almost everywhere.
Since x and x are differentiable everywhere except on
zero measure sets Ξx,Ξx ⊂ [0, T ], respectively, it follows
that x˙(t) and x˙(t) both exist except on the zero-measure set
Ξx ∪ Ξx and x˙(t) = DPC(x(t); x˙(t)) holds by definition of
the time derivative of x.
Remark 1. The existence of x˙(t) is in general independent
of the existence of x˙(t). On one hand, even if x˙(t) exists,
x˙(t) might not exist because of a lack of directional differ-
entiability. On the other hand, x˙(t) might exist, even though
x˙(t) does not. This can occur, for instance, if C = {0} in
which case x ≡ 0 is trivially differentiable everywhere. 
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION & MAIN RESULTS
Throughout the rest of the paper we consider the prob-
lem (2), albeit under the following assumption:
Assumption 1. Let C ⊂ Rn be α-prox-regular. Further, let
Φ : Rn → R be differentiable in a neighborhood of C with
compact sublevel sets S` := {x ∈ C |Φ(x) ≤ `}.
Under Assumption 1, x? ∈ C is a critical point of (2)
(i.e., 1st-order optimal) if ∇Φ(x?) ∈ −Nx?C. Namely, local
optimizers of (2) are critical [22, Th. 6.12].
Instead of the dynamics (1), we consider the inclusion
x˙ ∈ F (x) := −∇Φ(PC(x))− 1K (x− PC(x)) (9)
since PC is not necessarily single-valued outside C+ 12α intB.
However, we will not concern ourselves with potential so-
lutions outside of C + 12α intB. Instead, we define the sets
of admissible initial conditions (which we later show to be
invariant) as
C` :=
{
x ∈ C + 12α intB |PC(x) ∈ S`
}
(10)
which is the preimage of S` restricted to C + 12α intB.
Our first main result guarantees that there always exists
K > 0 such that the projected trajectories of the anti-
windup gradient flow (9) converge to the critical points of (2),
although, K may depend on the choice on ` and thereby on
the set of initial conditions.
Theorem 2. Under Assumption 1 and given ` ∈ R, there
exists K? > 0 such that (9) admits a complete solution x :
[0,∞) → C` for all K ∈ (0,K?) and all initial conditions
x(0) ∈ C`.
Further, for any such solution, the projected trajectory
x := PC ◦ x converges to the set of critical points of (2).
Theorem 2 also applies to convex C since convex sets
are α-prox-regular for any α > 0. Nevertheless, we derive
a stronger result that does not restrict the choice of initial
condition or K.
Theorem 3. If Assumption 1 holds and C is closed con-
vex, (9) admits a complete solution x for all K > 0 and all
x(0) ∈ Rn.
Further, for any such solution, the projected trajectory
x := PC ◦ x converges to the set of critical points of (2).
If, in addition, Φ is convex, we find ourselves in the sim-
plified setup of Section I-A. In this case, clearly, convergence
is to the set of global optimizers of (2).
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We apply Theorem 1 by showing that t 7→ Φ(PC(x(t)))
is non-increasing along any solution of (9). Then, we prove
that the limit set contains only critical points of (2).
Throughout this section (and the next) we use the notation
x := PC(x) for points and x := PC ◦ x for trajectories.
Prox-regularity of C and continuity of ∇Φ guarantee the
existence of solutions of (9) in a neighborhood of C:
Lemma 11. Under Assumption 1, there exists a solution
of (9) for every initial condition x(0) ∈ C + 12α intB. More
precisely, there exists a differentiable function x : [0, T ] →
C + 12α intB for some T > 0 that satisfies for all t ∈ [0, T ]
x˙(t) = −∇Φ(PC(x(t))) + 1K (x(t)− PC(x(t))) .
Proof. From Lemma 2 it follows that PC is single-valued
and continuous for all x ∈ C + 12α intB. Further, since ∇Φ
is continuous, F is continuous. Hence, standard results for
continuous ODEs guarantee the existence of a local solution
for every initial condition on the open set C + 12α intB.
A. Convergence to Invariant Set
To show that Φ is non-increasing along projected trajecto-
ries of (9) we use the lemmas in Section III. Further, to apply
Theorem 1 we need to show that (unprojected) trajectories
of (9) are complete and bounded, which is possible, in
general, only for small enough K (unless C is convex).
Lemma 12. Let Assumption 1 hold. Given a solution x :
[0, T ] → C + 12α intB of (9) for some T > 0, the map
t 7→ Φ(x(t)) is non-increasing for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Proof. Lemmas 6, 7, and 10 yield, for almost all t ∈ [0, T ],
d
dtΦ(x(t)) =
〈∇Φ(x(t)), x˙(t)〉
=
〈∇Φ(x(t)) + 1K (x(t)− x(t)), x˙(t)〉
=
〈−x˙(t), x˙(t)〉 ≤ 0
and we conclude that Φ ◦ x is non-increasing.
Lemma 13. Under Assumption 1, C` is bounded ∀` ∈ R.
Proof. The set C` is as the preimage of S` under PC restricted
to C+ 12α intB. From Lemma 1 it follows that for any x ∈ C
we have P−1C (x) = x+NxC∩ 12α intB ⊂ x+ 12α intB. SinceS` is compact, C` ⊂ S` + 12α intB is bounded.
Proposition 2. Let Assumption 1 hold. Given ` ∈ R, there
exists K? > 0 such that (9) admits a complete solution x :
[0,∞)→ C` for every x(0) ∈ C` and for all K ∈ (0,K?).
Proof. First, note that Lemma 11 guarantees the existence
of a (local) solution x : [0, T ]→ C + 12α intB for any initial
condition x(0) ∈ C` ⊂ C + 12α intB and for some T > 0.
Since Lemma 12 guarantees that Φ(x(t)) ≤ Φ(x(0)) ≤ `
for all t ∈ [0, T ], it follows that x(t) ∈ S` for all [0, T ].
By compactness of S`, there exists M > 0, such that
‖∇Φ(y)‖ ≤ M for all y ∈ S`. Now, consider the Lie
derivative of d2C along (9). For x ∈ C` we have
LF d2C(x) =
〈
x− x,−∇Φ(x)− 1K (x− x)
〉
≤ dC(x)‖∇Φ(x)‖ − 1K d2C(x)
≤ dC(x)
(
M − 1K dC(x)
)
.
(11)
It follows that LF d2C(x) < 0 for all x ∈ C` for which
dC(x) > KM . In particular, if K < K? := 12αM , any
solution x of (9) starting in C` cannot leave the neighborhood
C + 12α intB on which PC is single-valued. In addition, x =
PC(x) remains in S`. Hence C` is invariant. Together with
the boundedness of C`, finite-time escape is precluded and
thus guaranteeing the existence of a complete solution.
Proposition 3. Under Assumption 1 any complete solution
x : [0,∞) → C` of (9) converges to the largest weakly
invariant subset S ofM := cl{x ∈ C` |DPC(x;F (x)) = 0}.
Proof. Note that Φ ◦ PC is continuous on C + 12α intB by
continuity of Φ and Lemma 2. Hence, to apply Theorem 1, let
V : Rn → R be any continuous function such that V (y) =
Φ(PC(y)) for all y ∈ C + 12α intB. Further, let U := C`.
The trajectory x is complete by assumption and bounded by
Lemma 13. Hence, according to Theorem 1, x converges to
the largest weakly invariant subset of V −1(r)∩U∩clu−1(0)
for some r and where we have
u−1(0) = {x ∈ U | 〈F (x), DPC(x;F (x))〉 = 0}
= {x ∈ U |DPC(x;F (x)) = 0} ,
where the second equality follows from Lemma 8.
It is important to note that cl{x ∈ C` |DPC(x;F (x)) = 0}
is not, in general, invariant itself. There can exist compact
intervals [t1, t2] on which x is constant (and hence x˙(t) = 0
for all t ∈ [t1, t2]), but on which x is not stationary. For
example, in Fig. 1a, this is the case when x(t) = PC(x(t))
is stuck in one of the vertices of the feasible polyhedron C,
while x is evolving outside of C, moving “around the corner”.
B. Characterization of Invariant Limit Set
Next, we show that the largest weakly invariant subset S
in Proposition 3 is equivalent to the critical points of (2).
Lemma 14. Consider the setup of Proposition 3 and let
x : [0,∞) → S be a complete solution of (9) evolving on
the weakly invariant set S. Then, x(t) = x(0) holds.
Proof. Since x is absolutely continuous, it follows that
x(τ)−x(0) = ∫ τ
0
x˙(t)dt. However, x˙(t) = 0 holds for almost
all t ≥ 0 since, by invariance, x(t) ∈ S ⊂M and therefore
x(τ) = x(0).
Proposition 4. Consider the setup of Proposition 3. Then,
every x? ∈ PC(S) is a critical point of (2).
Proof. Consider a trajectory x : [0,∞) → S evolving on
the weakly invariant set S. By Lemma 14, we have that
x(t) = x(0) =: y for all t ≥ 0. Therefore, x evolves on
the preimage P−1C (y) which, using Lemma 1, is given by
y + NyC. In other words, x(t) ∈ y + NyC for all t ≥ 0. In
particular, x satisfies
x˙(t) = −∇Φ(y)− 1K (x(t)− y) (12)
for all t ≥ 0. Thus, x is also the solution of an asymptotically
stable linear system and converges to a point xˆ such that
−∇Φ(y) = 1K (xˆ− y) ∈ NyC and PC(xˆ) = y hold. In other
words, y is a critical point.
Theorem 2 now follows directly since Proposition 2 yields
the existence of a complete solution and Propositions 3 and 4
guarantee the convergence of x to the set of critical points.
VI. PROOF SKETCH FOR THEOREM 3
Theorem 3 does not directly derive from Theorem 2 by
letting α→ 0+, because limα→0+ C` is not bounded. Instead,
we need to adapt Proposition 2 as follows:
Proposition 5. Let Assumption 1 hold and let C be convex.
Then (9) admits a complete and bounded solution for every
initial condition x(0) ∈ Rn and all K > 0.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.
In particular, we have LF d2C(x) < 0 for all x ∈ C` for which
dC(x) > KM . However, since PC is globally single-valued,
K does not need to be chosen small enough to guarantee the
invariance of a neighborhood C+ 12α intB. Instead, we have
x(t) ∈ C + γB ∀t ∈ [0, T ]
for all t ≥ 0 with γ > max{KM,dC(x(0))}. More precisely,
x(t) ∈ Cγ` := {y ∈ C + γB |PC(y) ∈ S`} ,
for all t ≥ 0 and where ` := Φ(PC(x(0))). This follows
from Lemma 12 since t 7→ Φ(PC(x(t))) is non-increasing.
Using the same argument as for Lemma 13, we can show
that Cγ` is bounded.
Finally, Propositions 3 and 4 can be adapted using Cγ`
instead of C` and Theorem 3 follows similarly to Theorem 2.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the convergence properties of anti-windup
gradient flows. In particular, we have established semi-
global convergence of projected trajectories for prox-regular
domains. For convex domains convergence is global for any
choice of anti-windup gain. Using the properties of projected
trajectories we have hence been able generalize [4, Th. 6.4]
for gradient flows. However, it remains open whether the
same analysis can also yield stronger convergence results for
anti-windup approximations of other optimization dynamics
such as variable-metric gradient or saddle-point flows.
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